BASKETBALL POST SEASON MEETING
Meeting took place at the CIFSDS Office on Tuesday, March 6, 2018 with
the basketball Advisory Group.
Information and discussion took place over several items. Highlights
from the information distributed and discussion are for your review
below:
ALL CIFSDS selections were made before the advisory meeting for the
boys and after the meeting for the girls.
OFFICIALS CONCERNS/
CITY AND NORTH COUNTY OFFICIALS ASSOCIATIONS WERE NOT
PRESENT
 Coaches asked the CIF office to remind administration that they
need to stay until the site has been cleared to assist with parents
that want to speak to officials and their own staff with concerns at
the conclusion of the game.
 Coaches asked that officials be present 20 minutes before game
time for warm-ups.
 Asked if administrators needed to be present for the pre-game
meetings at half court.

CIFSDS INFORMATION:
 Discussion about continuing to use MaxPreps or go back to power
rankings. After discussion a vote was taken and it was decided
that basketball would continue to use MaxPreps rankings for
seeding. In the vote all conferences voted to continue except for
Grossmont boy’s rep that voted to go back to power rankings
Coaches voiced concern about having a human element also
involved. After discussion it was decided to remain the same with
some minor changes detailed below.
 The section office has requested that coaches still post schedules
and score on the campus site so that we have the ability to cross
reference schedules and scores like we used to do in reverse with
the CIFSDS power rankings.
 In the case of Ties in the MaxPrep rankings. Carrying out the
decimal point to break the tie will now break those. Those are
available with the MaxPrep rankings and will be the first tiebreaker in the future. If there is still a tie the other established
procedures will still be followed.
 Coaches asked if there was a possibility of changing the current
policy that teams only allowed to move up or down one division.
With a 3 year ranking they feel that teams should fall or go where
their rankings place them and not be held to a single division
movement cap. They were instructed to have one of their
conferences bring that change forward.
 In the Open Division there will no longer be a state placement
game for the losers in the quarter- finals. The Advisory vote was
that they would rather have the week off.

 Advisory was notified that we have a proposal doing away with
the current three-tournament bylaw. If this proposal passes, then
all teams with regional and state playoffs can play in multiple
tournaments but cannot exceed the contact limit imposed in
Bylaw 1206.
.

